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Upsurge Dance Festival
We are in search of choreographers of African descent to showcase their work in the second annual Upsurge Dance Festival. ALL

STYLES ARE WELCOMED! Showcased works can range from classical modern to musical theatre dance. For this round, we are

requesting pre-recorded works that have been presented on stage or recorded in a formal performance space (black box, etc). The

presented work must not exceed…
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Bharatanatyam & Kathak Private Lessons
Advance your training in Indian Classical dance from anywhere with remote private lessons offered by Sukanya Burman, a seasoned

professional dancer and choreographer. Specializing in Bharatanatyam and Kathak, Sukanya brings a wealth of knowledge and

expertise directly to you. About Sukanya Burman: Sukanya Burman, the founder and Artistic Director of Sukanya Burman Dance, is

now offering private lessons…
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Looking to take some classes this summer? Join BodyStories: Teresa Fellion Dance at our Summer Intensive

2024!
Our intensive aims to continue our mission of unleashing creativity and empowering dancers. Come take classes taught by Teresa

Fellion, BodyStories company members, and guest artists! All movers over the age of 16 are welcome! This year we're conducting a

two-part Summer Intensive which will be held from August 5th - August 6th in New York City and August 8th - August 11th at

Middlebrook Arts Research…
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Program Assistant
ORGANIZATION SUMMARY: The internationally renowned Mark Morris Dance Group (MMDG) has received “highest praise for their technical

aplomb, their musicality, and their sheer human authenticity.” (Bloomberg News). Founded in 1980, the Dance Group performs the repertory

of choreographer Mark Morris, hailed as the “the most successful and influential choreographer alive, and indisputably the most…
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Marie-Christine Giordano Dance is looking for dancers/apprentices
This is an opportunity for strong, experienced and professional dancers with background in modern and ballet. You are a dancer that

likes to work in depth and nuances. You want to keep growing. You are available on Wednesdays and/or Thursdays. You are NOT

looking for a quick gig for a couple of months but for an opportunity to grow. You are available immediately and for season

2024/2025. 1. Send…
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Spring Special Ending! - Headshot/Portrait Shoot
Only one month left to take advantage of our spring special exclusively for dancers!  Need stunning new dance headshots or

beautiful new portrait photos? Book a 1-hour session for only $150 and receive 5 digital high-resolution, retouched photos. Read

some of our testimonials here! This special comes with any 1-2 choices of our unique backdrops or an outdoor location of your

choice! Email…
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Administrative Assistant Manager
Ayala Royal Ballet was founded in 2018 with a mission to provide advanced level dance training in the heart of Miami. Our academy

offers a wide range of classes in classical ballet, musical theater, jazz, contemporary, hip-hop, modern, and acrobatics, all taught by

certified instructors from The American Ballet Theatre. We are dedicated to providing a positive and nurturing environment for our

students…
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Garth Fagan Dance - Company Audition
We are looking for two talented male dancers for full-time, salaried positions.  Relocation to Rochester, NY is mandatory, and a minimum

commitment of two years is expected. Health Benefits are available after a three-month probational period, and retirement benefits are

extended after two years of service. AUDITION INFORMATION If interested, please email your resume and dance reels to Artistic…
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